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Potent ancient wisdom meets practical modern guidance as Lysa leads you through the ancient
story of Ishtar, the goddess of fertility. Ishtar was so stricken by grief that she unknowingly gave
away her truth and lost power from each of her seven chakras.Divine Purpose is Book 2 of the
Shine SeriesWhat if your divine purpose was to simply embody the truth of being who you really
are?Within these pages, Lysa shares the 13 principles that will clarify how you can heal, open
and align your seven chakras. These practical principles are shared through real life stories that
will inspire you to continue to self heal until you find yourself at home in your divinity.Lysa's depth
of self-acceptance infuses her guidance with a love that allows you to be with yourself in total
trust. She reminds you that you are your wisest sage and that you have everything you require to
ascend and enjoy the radiance of being a lotus risen from the mud.



.Divine PurposeThe 13 principles of ascensionCopyright © 2016 by Lysa BlackAll rights
reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means
without written permission from the author.Formatted for Kindle byKindle Edition
2016Transcendent PublishingPO Box 66202St. Pete Beach, FL 33706.To the beautiful souls
who have knownthe depths of descent,may you rise in all your glory..To my beloved clients –
each of you inspires me beyond measure. This book wouldn’t have been possible without each
and every one of you. Thank you for granting me permission to witness your lives and enter your
hearts. Your courage and purity moves me deeply! I’m humbled and in awe of you all.To my
husband, Abinadi Black, who stood by me and was the gentle reassuring love I needed daily –
thank you. You always believe in me and remind me to trust myself. Witnessing your commitment
to honour your truth has been a spectacular journey to behold, you are the harbinger of so much
joy and love in my life! Thank you for being my miracle!To my divine children, Orion and Bow;
you both radiate your truth so powerfully that it’s unmistakable. I’m continually in awe of the
magnificence of you both. Thank you for helping me to remember my own purity and potency.To
Bronwyn Bay - without you as my editor I would have been lost and frustrated. Being able to pour
out these stories, ideas and feelings and then trust you to arrange them and lift them to a
beautiful reading order has been a massive blessing for me. Knowing someone was working by
my side to see this book come to life has given it the investment of love and care that it’s
required. If this is my baby, you’ve definitely been a midwife – thank you, beautiful!To Katie
Shumack - I’m very grateful to receive your enthusiastic support in final proofing. Your attention
to details and recommendations were excellent. Thank you for expressing your joy in reading
this book, it helped me in the final hours.To Carin Newbould - I felt like you were right beside me
in the final hours of proofing. Being able to receive your support meant the world to me – Thank
you for being so dependable and passionate!To Karina Ladet - you are a real earth angel! I’m
deeply grateful that you came into my life and always knew exactly what to say; you showed me
that I truly am worth being with and whispered timely heavenly assurance in my own moments of
doubt. Without your display of love, my heart would not have had the stamina to continue.To
Ruby Toad, you are a wise earth magic wielding wonder! Thank you for the sacred guidance I
required to permit myself to rise into my divine purpose; thank you for showing up and holding
me to the divinity within.To Lara Waldman, your commitment to expansion gave me the impetus
to feel safe in my desires. Thank you for your embodiment of divinity; you’re a breath-taking
wonder to behold.To my Kiwi Biz Mastermind Babes: Natalie Cutler-Welsh, Natalie Tolhopf and
Kim Baird - thank you for supporting me to own my genius, and feel safe progressing in my
purpose and business. Each of you is showing up so spectacularly, it makes ‘changing the world’
feel like just another daily to-do item!To Soulful Skyler Mechelle, you popped into my life at
exactly the right time to lift, lighten and support my soul work. I’m incredibly blessed to know the
magnitude of your soul and knowing you comprehend me brings a wash of deep appreciation
from my tender heart.To my heavenly parents, you both loved me first. You trusted me to endure
my own descent for the sake of preparing the way for my ascent. Your tender devotion,



unmistakable guidance and infinite love carries me through.More often than we realise, spirit
leads us to a person, a moment, an opportunity that opens our hearts and invites us to rise. Lysa
Black is one of these people, and your choice to pick up her book, Divine Purpose, is one of
these opportunities.Lysa has a powerful ability to see into the hearts of people; to intuitively call
out their gifts and invite them to know themselves in deep and magnificent ways. This is her
divine purpose. One that she rose into as she ascended out of the depths of her own darkness
and found her home on the mountains; calling women to step into their unique and beautiful
freedom alongside her. She is a leader who walks, feels and chooses ascension in every inch of
her being. Her divine purpose to raise women into their birthright, is rooted in her own choice to
answer spirit’s leadings. She rose, so she can now raise.Divine Purpose is not just a book, and
Lysa Black is not just a woman. The truths in this book, offered through Lysa’s powerful voice,
will invite you on a journey that will change your life forever. Freedom has no expiration date, and
the choice to ascend is eternal. It is a lifelong choice that begins with a single “yes” and
crescendos out into a ripple effect that awakens all of who you are and all of who you are called
to be. Here is the first step of many. Here is the first taste of what it means for you to own your
birthright. Here is your story and truth, reclaimed not erased. Here is where you rise.Welcome
home, sister, welcome home. Skyler MechelleThe Ascension of
IshtarWhat is Divine Purpose?The Seven GatesChapter 1: Descent Precedes AscentChapter 2:
Stand True Beside MotherChapter 3: Stand True Beside FatherChapter 4: Stand True Beside
SiblingsChapter 5: Stand True Beside FriendsChapter 6: Feel GuidedChapter 7: Speak
TruthChapter 8: Reciprocate LoveChapter 9: Fulfil DesiresChapter 10: Own DivinityChapter 11:
Find HomeChapter 12: Heavenly ConnectionChapter 13: Goddess AscensionAppendix: Healing
Love LettersThe Parent AuditThe Ex AuditThe Self AuditThis is the sacred story of Ishtar, the
Goddess of fertility. The story of how she fell into grief and unknowingly gave away her power.
She allowed herself to lose her light before reclaiming it and ascending from the depths to rise in
divine purpose.After losing her beloved husband Tammuz, the still young Ishtar was heartbroken
and stricken with grief. Her advances toward the great King Gilgamesh were rejected and Ishtar
was left feeling deeply depressed and hopeless. She decided to seek out her dearly departed
husband Tammuz in the dark underworld of the dead, a kingdom ruled by her sister Irkalla.Ishtar
began her descent into the underworld through the passage of a cave. Within that cave stood
seven walls with seven gates. Ishtar cried out “Let me in”. The guardian of the gate, Nadu,
peered over at her.“Open this gate, or I will break it down and release all the dead to the land
above and they will consume all of the living.” Ishtar demanded.Nadu replied “Please don’t break
down the gate, let me take your request to her Majesty Irkalla, Queen of the Underworld. Wait
until I return”.When Irkalla received word of her sister’s request she was enraged. “How dare she
come down into my kingdom? I’ll teach her a lesson!”Irkalla commanded that Nadu grant Ishtar
passage into the underworld.Nadu returned and unbolted the locks and opened the first gate
saying “You may enter the realm of Irkalla, fine lady. Welcome to the place from which no one
returns” and as he spoke he took Ishtar’s head piece.“Why are you taking my head piece?” Ishtar



asked.“Tis the wish of Lady Irkalla. You may only enter if you submit to her rule” Nadu explained,
so Ishtar bent her head and passed through the first gate. Shortly she came to the second gate
and once again Nadu unlocked the bolts and opened the second gate. He removed the star
necklace adorning her throat and when Ishtar asked “What are you doing?” Nadu replied, “Tis
the wish of Lady Irkalla, you may only enter if you submit to her rule.”Nadu went on to unlock the
third gate and removed the gold bracelets from Ishtar’s wrists, declaring “Tis the wish of Lady
Irkalla. You may only enter if you submit to her rule.”At the fourth gate, Nadu granted her access
only after removing the golden belt from her waist. Ishtar passed through and once again at the
fifth gate, Nadu removed her jewel encrusted girdle. At the sixth gate, Nadu removed Ishtar’s
shoes from her feet, and at the seventh gate, passage was granted only as Ishtar was stripped
naked. Ishtar had lost all of her Goddess adornment and now stood exposed, completely
naked. She finally entered the realm of Irkalla and stood bewildered before her sister, the Queen
of the Underworld. Behind Irkalla’s throne the dead gathered, with no light in their eyes. The
dead were dressed in black feathers and their arms had become the wings of birds. Ishtar
became frightened, wishing she had not come to this dark place in search of her beloved
husband Tammuz. Her quest was hopeless and now she was trapped. Desperate and afraid,
she bowed before Irkalla pleading for her freedom. Irkalla decreed, “You are in my realm now. No
one returns from the underworld. The gates are already bolted behind you!”Irkalla sent forth a
venomous snake to transform the Goddess Ishtar into a black bird. With one venomous bite,
Ishtar became covered in black feathers and within moments the light from her eyes
extinguished, as all of her memories and hope for Tammuz went out.High above on the earth, a
great change came as Ishtar’s light was lost in the underworld. Love, affection and the desire for
procreation ceased in man and animal in the absence of the goddess of fertility. Birds stopped
singing, bulls no longer searched for cows, stallions lost attraction to their mares, and rams
cared not for ewes. Wives ceased to receive their husbands.Shamash, the Sun God, was deeply
troubled by what he saw. He knew of the disaster that would ensue if procreation ceased; it was
only a matter of time. While Shamash knew his power could not rival Irkalla’s strength, he turned
to Ea, the Great God and shared how earth’s creatures were no longer renewing themselves. Ea
decided to form Udush, a creature devoid of any emotion or fear, to act as a powerful emissary
to restore Ishtar and return life to earth. Ea sent Udush deep into the underworld where he
effortlessly passed through the seven gates much to the surprise of Nadu. He stood in the court
of Irkalla and announced “I am here for Ishtar, the Goddess of Fertility”.Irkalla stood and
screamed, attempting to scare and curse Udush, but her powers were no match for the great
God Ea and Udush withstood the blow unaffected. Irkalla was bound to submit and she brought
forth Ishtar covered in feathers. All watched as Udush administered the waters of life, sprinkling it
over her black feathers. They saw her transform back to her natural form.Ishtar was restored;
however, she was weaker than a new born babe. Although diminished, she had life once more.
Udush guided her through the darkness as she ascended through each of the seven gates.
Nadu saw Ishtar feebly drawing near and held out her dress and guided her through the seventh



gate. At the sixth gate he replaced her shoes. At the fifth gate, her jewel encrusted girdle was
returned, as was her golden belt at the fourth gate. Nadu placed Ishtar’s golden bracelets rightly
upon her wrists at the third gate, and her precious star necklace at the second. Back at the first
gate, Ishtar bent her head down and Nadu placed her headpiece shining in full glory upon her
precious head and she arose returned to her magnificence with renewed life and power.As
Ishtar came forward from the cave entrance to walk upon the earth, the stallion bolted toward the
mare, the bull reared for the cow, and rams went in pursuit of ewes. Men fled homes into the
loving arms of their wives; all of creation rejoiced.Adapted from: http://fairytalesoftheworld.com/
quick-reads/ishtars-journey-into-the-underworld/Our divine purpose is to embody and radiate
the truth of who we are. Ishtar’s story is a rite of passage, outlining how we can retrieve the truth
from each of our chakra centres and rise in full power.All of us have experienced a devastating
loss, just as Ishtar did. As we tumble down into grief, we all go through a process of giving away
our truth in a desperate bid to alleviate our loss.As we give over sacred portions of our truth in an
attempt to escape our pain, we descend further. By rejecting, forgetting, hiding and disowning
the attributes that make us who we are, we ultimately betray ourselves.We will all experience a
descent that will ultimately extinguish our light. That’s when spirit swoops in and begins leading
and guiding us home to the full measure of our being. As we reclaim the truth from each of our
power centres we transcend our suffering, align with our sacred purpose and reunite with our
divinity.Allowing ourselves to be purposefully led to retrieve the sacred truth we unknowingly
gave away becomes the path of our ascension. Our divine purpose is to consecrate the pain of
forgetting and rejecting our truth and turn it into our triumphant return to the glory of embodying
our divinity.Every one of us is a divine being incarnate. We have all forgotten the truth of who we
truly are. Forgetting who we are brings about a type of living death that can become the initiation
of our re-birth. Through gifts of the spirit, we are brought back to life and stumble with feeble legs
to finally realise the sacredness and power of simply being exactly who we are. That’s when our
divine purpose is activated. That’s when we begin our sacred quest to embody our truth - just as
Ishtar did - and rise in our own full power.Coming out of the shadow lands of loss and grief is our
common path. Being broken open, we ultimately become humble and receptive, allowing spirit
within to heal, guide and lead us. The more we are able to heal, reclaim and re-integrate truth
into our power centres, the more light and love we can hold. The more light and love we can
hold, the more easily we can embody our truth and fulfil our divine purpose. Just as Ishtar
emerges triumphant, returned and reunited with her full power and divinity, each of us is on our
own sacred journey to return to our truth. This book is intended to become a sacred guide,
illuminating the path for you to rise in your divine purpose. It is my hope that it will support you to
find greater ease, insight and inspiration as you devote yourself to your ascension.From the
moment this story found me, it enchanted me. The story of Ishtar is unlike any other story, as it
clarifies the necessity of our descent and the possible ascent available to us all. This story points
to the power and divinity of our truth and inherent purpose. I felt drawn to share it with you so that
we can use this framework to support our ascension.I have been blessed for 8 years to



professionally serve women who are ascending from their own grief to reclaim their power and
purpose. I have been privileged to witness their grief and come to accept what a common
experience it is. In fact, I have yet to meet a soul past the age of 18 who has not experienced
significant grief and loss. The women I serve would tell me how once they had given their power
away and felt empty and lost within, an unseen force would enter their lives guiding, nudging and
leading them forward. I noticed that those who allowed themselves to retrieve their truth and heal
each specific chakra centre made swift and magical progress. They saw healing miracles
confirming their own progress on their path of ascension.I have felt inspired to seek inspiring and
noble stories of women I have been blessed to work with, each of whom are well acquainted
with the descent of grief. Being able to stand by them and witness how they allowed spirit to lead
them to retrieve their truth has been awe-inspiring for me. I have requested permission from 11
key individuals who best represented the sacred principles of ascension that we can use to
support and clarify our rise home to our divine purpose. Each of these women are heroines to
me, and while their names have been changed, the details I reveal in these stories are true. Each
client has been given an alias name and has personally approved their story, so that I can now
relay it to you. They all expressed great joy in knowing that these private and sacred stories
could reach you; all are remarkable women who have been willing to share some of the most
private and intimate moments of their lives to support me in reaching you. What we can learn
from Ishtar’s story?Our ascent is always preceded by a descent.Grief is the common point
initiating our descent.We all give our power away to some degree to gate keepers.We all reach a
point at which we feel our light has been extinguished.When we feel a sense of spiritual death,
spirit swoops in to reclaim us.Being led by spirit, we ascend and reclaim our power.Knowing the
consequence of giving away our power, reclaiming our truth creates a sense of devotion to
honouring the truth of who we are.The seven gates hold significance for every soul’s path of
ascension.Our divine purpose is to embody the radiant truth of who we truly are.In my own life, I
can recognise the descent and devastating loss that extinguished my light. I saw how it ushered
in a period of deep reliance on spirit. It was the guidance and grace of spirit which led me to
retrieve sacred portions of my truth and find myself connected once more to my divine purpose.
Being led to heal my own anxiety, binge eating and pattern of break-ups taught me the value of
surrendering the established ideas I had about who I thought I was. I felt inspired to use the
power of Ishtar’s story to share a pathway that can offer clarity, comfort and guidance along our
healing journey.Just as Ishtar lost her light and went through a spiritual death, I remember a time
when I felt as though I had died within. I feel a deep affinity with Ishtar’s path and would like to
briefly share how my life mirrors that of Ishtar. You see, I too gave away all of my power until I felt
my light extinguish within. And yet I was retrieved. Spirit swooped in and grace brought me back,
step by step, returning through my own gates to retrieve my truth.I believed I had lost my
Mother’s love. The older I became, the less affection I received from her. The idea that she
couldn’t love me sent me spinning and reeling into the deepest grief I have ever known. In
seeking that which I believed I had lost, I began systematically giving my truth away.Ishtar’s



Head Piece · The Third EyeSeeing truth and divine loveJust as Ishtar lost her crown, I lost my
ability to see truth and know divine love. Once I had held the view that the world was a loving,
kind and nurturing place. Over time, that view was shattered, as I believed the love I sought did
not exist.The Star Necklace · The Throat ChakraSpeaking my truthJust as Ishtar lost her star
necklace, I stopped myself from speaking the truth I knew. I began to hide my intensely bright
and loving nature, in case anyone realised how desperately I needed and wanted to be
loved.The Golden Bracelets · The Heart ChakraGiving and receiving love in harmonyJust as
Ishtar lost her gold bracelets, I stopped giving and receiving love. I started to withdraw my love
from those I sought to punish for their decision to retract love from me.The Gold Belt · Solar
PlexusHome of our emotions and willpowerJust as Ishtar lost her gold belt, I stopped
acknowledging what I desired. I rejected the world of emotion within me. I was swimming daily in
a deep sense of misery and hopelessness that I chose to ignore. I pretended that I could not feel
and allowed myself to become completely inhibited to act on any desires.The Jewel Encrusted
Girdle · The Sacral ChakraSensuality and creativityJust as Ishtar lost her girdle, I gave up the
idea that any man could ever love me. I rejected my desire to be held and feel connected
intimately. I held deep shame for my body and blamed it for not being attractive enough to entitle
me to experience intimacy.The Shoes · Root ChakraBelonging and safetyJust as Ishtar lost her
shoes, I lived in fear of the unloving world I had trained myself to imagine. I never felt rested -
only jolted and rushed by fear. I didn’t fit in anywhere, especially not within myself; self-loathing
ruled my inner world.The Dress · Crown ChakraHigher Connection and source of insight and
truthJust as Ishtar was stripped naked, losing her dress, I lost touch with my divine sense of
connection with the heavens. I felt abandoned, alone and disconnected from life. There was no
solace, no higher guidance or sense of purpose left in my being.My spiritual death:At the age of
23, I phoned my Mum in an attempt to process the depth of pain that had emerged. I was
desperately lost and sought to understand the first two decades of loveless life. My desire for
clarity, connection and dialogue on the past was rejected, as Mum stated that she was unable to
discuss what had happened. She warned that if I persisted in requesting to talk about the past,
she would hang up. Yet still I pleaded… and as she hung up, I felt a final confirming blow that her
love for me was truly gone. It was irretrievable and I was plunged into writhing pain and deep
darkness as I seemed to fall deeply within myself. Minutes later, and I was still breathing and
found myself held in grace. I was floating, as though I was suspended in some new awareness of
grace; that I still lived, despite encountering the reality of my deepest fear.In that moment, I was
saved by heavenly love as it swept in to retrieve me. Slowly it led me back to embark upon on a
journey that would return me to my truth, my divine purpose.I am here to support you to find out
where you are on the continuum that Ishtar’s story represents. If you are reading this book today,
you have already experienced your light being extinguished. You are being led by spirit back up
through the seven gates - the seven chakras. You are well on your way to retrieving back your
power and learning how to hold your truth in honour and to fully embody your divine
purpose.This book is intended as a guide to support you on your path of ascension. Writing this



book has been a deeply challenging but rich experience for me, requiring every moment of
writing and each stage of development to be divinely inspired and led. I have learnt and changed
so much in the nine month writing process and while I am still integrating and incorporating the
guidance that this book was born to reveal, it’s my sincerest desire that this book can reach your
precious heart.May we both have patience with ourselves as we find our way. May we lavish
ourselves with compassion and forgiveness, so that we can rise up and embody the full power
and potency of our divine truth.
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Paula Mc, “I love this book!. I love this book! Using the archetype of the goddess Ishtar to so
beautifully illustrate how we can all heal Lysa expertly guides you to a new level of self discovery
and understanding in this book. We have all experienced dark times in our lives and to see they
we can use the experiences to lift ourselves up to new levels of understanding, new levels of
truth and feel free to be who we are is truly a gift. This book will guide you gently back to yourself
and help you to feel a greater connection to yourself, your life and to love.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “I use the book frequently to identify which chakra is out of alignment and
use the healing affirmation to bring self acceptance. Wow! This book completely blew me away
and has supported me in my ascension of uncovering my soul truth and regaining my power. I
use the book frequently to identify which chakra is out of alignment and use the healing
affirmation to bring self acceptance and love to that particular area. I am forever transformed
from reading this book. The stories of all the brave women in this book are truly inspiring and
gave me the sense of not being in this journey alone, we all rise together.”

Ccopperben, “Allow yourself to experience the truth. Lysa Black has an extraordinary way of
delving deep into the soul and prompting the healing that needs to be done.Divine Purpose is a
journey, allow yourself to be awakened to all that needs healing. Know you are not alone in your
pain but also know you can heal and allow your essence to once again shine in her power.Thank
you Lysa for continuing to live in your light and guide others with your genuine gift of heart
healing.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Full of Gold. Thank you Lysa for another beautiful book. The 13 principles
on how to heal, open and align your chakras, shared through real life stories of a handful of
brave women is written beautifully and is so heartfelt that at times it brings you to tears with its
authenticity.  Your books are full of gold for those seeking spiritual knowledge and healing.”

Sonja van Vliet, “A special journey of discovery.. Lysa has again written an amazing book.Her
sensitivity and insight is so honest and true. The book feels like one of Lysa's very special
sessions where she takes you on a journey of discovery.  Thank you so much Lysa”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Goddess Rising - A wonderful tool!!. This book is a great touchstone for
me to remembering that we all have a Divine Purpose. I often turn to this book when I need a
gentle but firm reminder to check in with my energies and acknowledge what needs
acknowledgement and healing.”

Michelle, “Beautiful energy in this book!. A joy to read! Very uplifting. The exercises at the end
have been amazing and resulted in progress and positive shift for me.”



Ebook Tops Reader, “Four Stars. Beautifully written. I love Lysa Blak's books!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “healing guidance and affirmations to bring your chakra into balance and
for the reader to become more comfortable with who they. Divine Purpose draws you in as you
follow the story of Ishtar. Those of you who were bought up on fairy stories will be emersed into
the pages of this cleverly written by Lysa Black which inspires and enables the reader to dig
deaper into your divine purpose and who you really are. As you read memories will come and
go, but Lysa cleverly and gently provides visualisations exercises, healing guidance and
affirmations to bring your chakra into balance and for the reader to become more comfortable
with who they are. A well written easy to read book to keep by your bedside before inspiration
and gentle healing.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Thanks Lysa . I really enjoyed how the story of Ishtar provided a strong
framework to help you heal your life. I have read it through once already and look forward to
reading the book again, and working more deeply through each section. Lysa is a terrific guide
through the process of ascension, and lovingly shares true to life examples of how you can heal
and grow in each of your chakras. Thank you Lysa!”

The book by Lysa Black has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 16 people have provided feedback.

The ascension of ishtar what is divine purpose? the seven gates 1 - Descent preceeds ascent 2
- Stand true beside mother 3 - Stand true beside father 4 - Stand true beside siblings 5 - Stand
true beside friends 6 - Feel guided 7 - Speak Truth 8 - Reciprocate love 9 - Fulfill Desire 10 - Own
divinity 11 - find home 12 - heavenly connection 13 - goddess ascension The Scension of
goddess
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